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On Area and Yield Considerations for Fault-
Tolerant VLSI Processor Arrays

ISRAEL KOREN, MEMBER, IEEE, AND MELVIN A. BREUER, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-Fault-tolerance is undoubtedly a desirable property of In Section 11 of this work we investigate the cost in chip area
any processor array. However, increased design and implementation of including fault-tolerance in the architecture of a processor
costs should be expected when fault-tolerance is being introduced into array. Since various fault-tolerant techniques are possible, we
the architecture of a processor array.
When the processor array is implemented within a single VLSI chip, need means to evaluate these techniques and choose the one

these cost increases are directly related to the chip silicon area. Thus, for which the chip area iS best utilized.
the increase in area should be weighed against the improved perfor- Another consequence of an increase in the chip area might
mance of the gracefully degrading fault-tolerant processor array. In be a reduction in the wafer yield. At present, the yield of some
addition, a larger chip area might reduce the wafer yield to an unac- large area chips is 15 percent and lower, and a further reduc-
ceptable level making the use of fault-tolerant VLSI processor arrays tion in the wafer yield might lower It to levels which are un-
impractical. acceptable wafe semductor ItryeThe objective of this paper is to devise performance measures for acceptable to the semiconductor industry.
the evaluation of the effectiveness and area utilization of various In Section Jll we analyze the reduction in yield due to the
fault-tolerant techniques. Another goal is to analyze the reduction in inclusion of fault-tolerance and we investigate the possibility
wafer yield and investigate the possibility of yield enhancement through of yield enhancement through added redundancy.
redundancy.

Index Terms-Area utilization, computational availability, fault- II. AREA CONSIDERATIONS
tolerance, processor array, reconfiguration strategies, redundancy, Fault-tolerance strategies which do not mask the effect of
VLSI, wafer yield.

faults by massive redundancy employ two steps. The first one
1. INTRODUCTION is testing of the array to identify the faulty processing element

(PE). The second is system reconfiguration to avoid the use
JT has been suggested in[1t] to incorporate fault-tolerance of the faulty PE. The testing can be done externally or inter-
I and self-testing into the architecture of a processor array nally (self-testing). For large processor arrays, external testing
within a single VLSI chip in order to achieve the following two is either time-consuming, incomplete (there is no access to
goals: internal points), or both if the testing is performed periodically.

1) verify the proper operation of the array, and In the case of continuous external testing (e.g., external du-
2) provide the ability to remain operational, possibly with plication of the array) the large detection latency (i.e., the time

some degradation in performance, in the presence of one or period from fault occurrence until the error manifests itself
more faulty processors. externally) may prohibit the system error recovery since some
The inclusion of hardware to achieve fault-tolerance in the of the data needed for recovery may be unavailable. Conse-

architecture of a processor array requires an increase in quently, internal testing is preferred [1 ], i.e., the testing of each
hardware complexity, and hence in the area of each processor. processor is done locally either by the processor itself (e.g., a
This increase in area might result in a decrease in the number self-checking processor), some of its neighbors, or both. Such
of processors that can fit into the initial chip area. In addition, a distributed testing strategy can be characterized by the fol-
to achieve graceful degradation of the processor array when lowing two parameters.
a single processor fails, we have to identify the faulty processor 1) The amount of additional area needed. Let A, denote
and reconfigure the array to avoid its use. In many cases such the area of the basic PE with no fault-tolerant capabilities
a reconfiguration necessitates giving up the use of some other (simplex PE). If /B denotes the ratio of the area of a fault-tol-
processors which are operating correctly. erant PE and the basic PE, then OA, is the area of a fault-
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and a large detection latency results in a substantial increase aij =ait- i + a$,j+1 + a F (3)
in the probability that the program integrity will be lost.

Example. If each PE is duplicated and the results obtained We denote by
ii

any state at level v in Fig. I,ise.,i. .any state
by the two PE's are compared before being transmitted to (i, j) satisfying i + j = u.Thus, the sequence S,S2,a state
neighboring (duplicated) PE's, then 0 = 2. In this case, the corresponds to a path in Fig. I from the state (o, o) to a state
fault coverage is almost 100 percent and the detection latency at level v.
is very small. Thus, the coverage probability is nearly 1. in i tion
To evaluate the effectiveness of the various fault-tolerant condition

strategies we need some performance measures. One may be caij # caa,b for all (a, b) # (i, j)
reliability, R(t), which is the probability that the system op- w i s i m p c
erates correctly in the time interval [o, t]. Since the array is which is satisfied In most practical cases, Is

configured after every fault is detected resulting in a lower P1(t) = L cv5, ... cait'+j_ (4)
computational capacity, we suggest to consider as well com- A path sos .si+j-IS(i.j)
putational availability, Af.(t), which is the expected available j+j e-sut
computational capacity [2], [3]. However, these two measures L
do not take into account the additional area needed when u II ( - )
fault-tolerance is introduced into the system. Hence, we define TI .(G os
an area utilization measure, U(t), in the following way: and l+u

U(t) = computational availability A,(t) P,(t) = e o,o' (5)
total chip area A

To calculate these performance measures, we would like to The summation in (4) is over all (i paths (each of length
model the fault-tolerant processor array in a way which is in- I
dependent of the specific technique used. We propose the i + j + I) in the Markov model (Fig. 1) from state (o, o) to the
general Markov model depicted in Fig. 1. In this model, F is state (i, j).
the system failure state, while at any other state (i, j) the The probability that the system is in state F is clearly
system is operational in the presence of i faulty processors and
j faulty connections. There are states in which the system is PF(t) = 1-L Pij(t) (8)
incapable of tolerating any more faults. These states, called ij
terminal states, are determined by the reconfiguration strategy where the summation is over all states (i, j) in the Markov
employed in the processor array and by the computational model for the system.
capacity requirements of the system. Clearly, if no reconfig- The expressions for the above introduced performance
uration is provided (o, o) is the only terminal state. In Fig. 1, measures are [2]
(mi, o), (m - 1, 1), , and (o, k) are terminal states. Here, R(t) P (t) (7)
m(k) is the largest number of faulty processors (connections) Rj
that the system can tolerate when no faulty connections
(processors) are present. Ac (t) = L c1,1P14(t) (8)
A transition from a nonterminal state (i, j) to the state F ij

takes place when an additional fault occurs and the system fails A (t) (9)
to recover from its effects. The corresponding tlransition rate U(t) = A
is denoted by a Similarly, a J and a'J ' are the transition
rates from state (i, j) to states (i + 1, j) and (i, j + I.), re- where cjJ is the computational capacity of the system in state
spectively. (i,j), expressed for example in instructions per time unit. The

Let computational capacity depends mainly on the number of
processors available for computation in state (i, j). This

Pj1(t)= Pr {The system is in state (i, j) at number is at most N - i processors (where N is the number
time t/The system was initially in state (o, o)j of processors in the fault-free array), and is determined by the

with PO,O(0) = I and Pjj(0) = 0 for (i, j) # (o, o). reconfiguration strategy. In addition, cij depends on the cur-
The Markov model in Fig. I is described then by the fol- rent system structure and application since not all processors

lowing differential equations. within the array are utilized in every possible structure or
application. Other system factors like work-load [3] may in-

dP0,, (t) = pt) (I) fluence the computational capacity. For simplicity, we assume
dt - 6°°ootin what follows that c14 depends only on the reconfiguration

-P +(t)1~~it strategy and system structure.
d; =-cxi,1Pi j(t) +a°' Ll,jPa_ , (t) + ei' PJ t) We define a normalized computational capacity factor

which is the ratio of the array's computational capacity in state
(2) (i,j) to the initial computational capacity in state (o, o). The

where normalized factors satisfy
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0,0 j~~0,

0,1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~+

Fig. 1. A Markov model for a gracefully degrading processor array.

0 . max {Ci+ Ij, cjJ+I < it faulty processor. For such a binary tree the computational
< min {Ci-l,j Ci,jl} . CO, = (10) capacity factor is

and as a result Ci,1 -~~~~C.= 2 ([loga( N+1)1-[1og2(/A/'-i-j/2+l)]) (12)

0 < Acjt) . i. ( 1 1) where N is the number of PE's in the grid.
If the rectangular grid is simply used as a square array we

Let Cinin denote the lowest computational capacity at which obtain,
the system can still function. Thus, a state (a, b) is included
in the Markov model of the system iff Ca,b > Cmin. This in-.2
equality also determines the terminal states of the system. __i__2 (13)

Example. The processor array presented in [I] iS a rec- [.1-~
tangular grid in which every cell (PB) is connected to its four /
immediate neighbors. This grid may be structured as a linear
array, a square array or a binary tree and appropriate struc- Similar expressions can be derived for other reconfiguration
turing algorithms have been presented in [I1]. When a fault in strategies in square grids and other grid topologies like trian-
a processor or a connecting bus (between processors) occurs, gular, hexagonal and octagonal grids.
the following strategy has been suggested. In the first step the The transition rates 0<)",+ .±i,vi and Ca,fi in Fig. I depend
fault is located. If the fault occurs within a processor, then all upon the failure rate of a single processor, the failure rate of
the processors in the corresponding row and column are de- the commmunication bus between two adjacent processors,
dlared as connecting elements (CE's) and do not participate and the coverage probability. We adopt here the common as-
in later processing. If a connecting bus is faulty, only the pro- sumption that failures obey a Poisson distribution with a
cessors in the appropriate row or column turn into connecting time-independent failure rate. This failure rate depends on the
elements. In the second step the rectangular grid is restruc- complexity of the processor (or the communication bus), and
tured. Fig. 2 depicts a binary tree structured on a grid with a hence on the silicon area occupied by the processor (or the
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The reliability, computational availability and area utili-CEz T zation measures can be used for comparison of various testing

CE 43t3 g :: strategies characterized by the parameters 13 and p, and
R

L L

J reconfiguration strategies characterized by the cij's.
CE Example. Continuing the previous example we consider nowXI F a square array of 10 X 10 processors and compare three pos-

m m m sible designs. The first one is an array with simplex PE's, i.e.,
r3 iCECE [C E no fault-tolerance and no reconfiguration capabilities. The

,1, second is an array with self-checking PE's for which (3 1.4
CE E U Li Li Li Li and p 0.7 [4]. The third is an array with duplicated PE's for

___ rinwhich 3 - 2 and p 1 [5]. For the second and third designs
{2-13 C.I 1}E E2D EL we use the reconfiguration strategy proposed in [ I ] and as a

result

Fig. 2. A five-level binary tree structured on a grid (F denotes a faulty 10
processor and CE denotes a connecting element).

Suppose that a given application can still use the array if its
size is reduced to 7 X 7 (with degraded performance). The

linear dependence between the failure rate and the area. resulting M-arkov model for the second and third designs iS
Hence, if A, is the failure rate of a simplex PE with area A,, shown in Fig. 3 In it, all states (i,j) satisfying i+j/2 . 3 are
then OX, is the failure rate of a fault-tolerant PE with area
3A,. We denote by X. the failure rate of the communication included, e.g., the array can tolerate at most three faulty PE's

bus connecting two adjacent PE's. or six faulty communication buses.
When calculating the transition rate a'.t'j (i.e., an addi- The reliability R(t), computational availability A.(t) and

'IJ area utilization U(t) for the three designs are plotted in Figs.tional faulty PE), the failure rate OX, has to be multiplied by 4 and 5. In these graphs the time has been normalized and one
the number of active processors serving as PE's. While for . . .
calculating a>',j (i.e., an additional faulty connection), the
e ) h t b m /k). As might be expected, the array with duplicated PE's

failure rate OXJ, has to be multiplied by the number of pro-. . .... '..
has the highest reliability and computational availability.

cessors serving as connecting elements, and the rate k. has to . . .
be multiplied by the number of active communication However, it has the lowest area utilization. The self-checking
buses. array has a better area utilization, even higher than the simplex
The exact form of the expressions for the various transition array, for longer mission times.

Similar analysis can be done for other topologies of pro-
rates depend upon the chosen reconfiguration strategy for the Singlarraysinore tocorevarios gfalt-toeran
given topology of the processing array. For a square processing techniques.
array and the strategy suggested in [1] we obtain in a
straightforward manner 11. YIELD CONSIDERATIONS

ij = (N - i J2 )P (14 The introduction of fault-tolerance into the architecture of
1 a single chip processing array results in an increase in the

s '+=2 IVN - -'-J1 [(i+ J Ox0 + (N - I hardware complexity and therefore in the chip area. The yield
2 2 of large chips in the current technology is 15 percent and lower,

(15) and a further increase in the area may reduce the wafer yield
The third transition rate, namely oa is related to the pre- to unacceptable levels. Yield enhancement can be achieved by

vious ones in the following way, "" introducing redundancy into the chip so that faulty cells (PE's)
vious onesein thefollowingway, can be tolerated. This idea of using redundancy to enhance

I - n
CX <j. = i+i, i±+I\) (16) yield is already being employed by several manufacturers of

P VLSI memory chips (64 kbit) [6], [7]. The technique used
Substituting these transition rates into (3) yields consists of adding extra word lines and bit lines which are

. . ~~~~~~~~~~availableto replace failing lines and to bypass failing bit cells
Cti, = tVN- -)RVtN+i+)f3xo using laser programming [7]. Other faults, such as defects in

address lines, clock lines and power lines are considered fatal

+ 2(VN - 1 )Xcl. (17) and are not correctable by redundancy. In this section we an-
- ] ~ ~~~~~~alyze the reduction in yield due to the inclusion of fault-tol-

Equations (I14)-( 17) can now be substituted in expression erance and examine the possibility of yield enhancement using
(4) for Px4(t). The latter can then be substituted into (7)-(9) redunancy.
to obtain expressions for the three performance measures. We first describe the defects which may occur during the
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0,6 mean and variance of data obtained from many wafer samples
are used to estimate the two parameters X and a.
The effect of a defect in a PE might be different from that

of a defect in the communication bus connecting two adjacent
0,5 PE's. We distinguish, therefore, between the two and denote

by i and j, the number of PE defects and the number of com-
munication bus defects per chip, respectively. We also denote

(0,4) * \ by 6 the percentage of communication bus defects out of all
chip defects. The average values of i andj are, consequently
(I - 5)X and 5 A, respectively. A first approximation for 6
might be the percentage of silicon area devoted to communi-

t0,3 l t 1,4 cations buses out of the total chip area.
Thus, instead of using (18), we use the following expres-

sion,

0(2 13 \Pr {I = i, J =j}

F _ v~i++a~ (X)i+j
>)bj(l - ). (19)

As long as the number of defects per chip is small, we may
tolerate them and still use the chip if redundant processors have
been added. Replacing faulty cells by redundant ones can not
be done as in memory chips. However, we may use the recon-
figuration strategy which was intended to be employed only

I1.0,>v t 2.1 ) / later on to avoid the use of defective cells, and use instead some
of the redundant ones.

The addition of redundant cells and the introduction of
fault-tolerance into the array increase the chip area and as a

2X /result a smaller number of chips will now fit into the same
wafer area. Hence, instead of comparing yield = Pr {I = 0, J
= 01 which is the probability that a single chip is acceptable,

3 < we have to compare the expected number of acceptable chips
from a given wafer.

Fig. 3. The Markov model for a 10 X 10 processor array which may be Let B denote the number of simplex chips (without fault-
reduced to a 7 X 7 array. tolerance) that fit into a wafer. The expected number of ac-

ceptable simplex chips is then
manufacturing process and their distribution. Fabrication
defects can be classified as spot defects, line defects and area B
defects (e.g., [8]). Spot defects constitute the majority of the B P 0(
defects and each of them affects a single processor in a mul- a
tiprocessor chip. Even line and area defects may in most cases Let s denote the number of defective cells that we would like
result in a single faulty cell in a processor array. Hence, we
assume in what follows that only a single processor is affected totoferaendancy) ndedto toleasei aaulty e

by any defect. addition of redundancy) needed to tolerate these s faulty cells.
Fabricationdefect. obey mixed Poisson statistics using a

Since the area of a fault-tolerant chip is N3A, the area of such
Fabrication defects obey mixed Poisson statistics using a..

1 . . ~~achip with the additional redundancy iS ys * NOA,. The factor
gamma distribution as a mixing function [6]. This results in a chilwt the redundancy is Nepend ther

a Poly-Eggenerger istribtion o the frm s1 called the redundancy factor and it depends among other
a Polya-Eggenberger distribution of the form factors on the reconfiguration strategy.

(AXV If s defective cells can be tolerated, the probability that a

F(x +ac) ka) chip is acceptable is therefore

x!I'(a) s,l+ ( )i 2(s-ij)
(l +-)A+ Z L PrXlIi,J=j}. (21)

where x is the number of defects per chip; X is the average We may not, however, use in (21 ) expression (19) for Pr }J =
number of defects per chip and aY is a parameter that depends i, J =j} as we have done in (20) since a chip with area zydi3NA0
on the defect density variation [6]. This two-parameter dis- has a larger average number of defects than a chip with area
tribution has a mean of X and a variance of N(l + N/av). The NAo. We have therefore to substitute N in (19) by tys * 3X.
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R(t ) & Ac( t ) YIELD

1.0 R (duplicated PE) 0.20

(du 0.165Xsf-checking PE

4'C ~ ~ R(self-checking PE)
0.6 self-checlin PE) 0.12

0.4 -

(simplex PE) 0.08g/ / --duplicated PE

.I l_
.0025 .0050 .0075 .0100 0.04

Fig. 4. Reliability and computational availability of three processor s
array designs. 2 4 6

Fig. 6. The equivalent yield of fault-tolerant chips with added
redundancy.

U(t)
m- largest number of allowable

0.010 faulty processors before A °
system fails

0.008 smlex PE
self-checking PE

.0025 .0050 .0075 .0100 Fig. 7. Sensitivity of the maximum yield of a self-checking array to

Fig. 5. Area utilization of the three designs. wafer parameters (6 = 0. 1).

The number of chips that fit now into the same wafer area = 15 X 15 = 225 simplex PE's with the following defect dis-
is clearly B/y, /3 and the resulting expected number of ac- tribution parameters: X = 3 and ae = 2 [6]. The resulting yield
cepted chips is of the chip is Yo = 0.16. We compare the simplex chip with two

B s 2(s-i) possible designs of a fault-tolerant chip with added redundancy
d L L Pr tI = i, J = A. (22) to enhance yield. The first is a chip with self-checking PE's,

Forsipict wemydvd. 2)ad 2)b n opr i.e., /3 = 1 .4. The second is a chip with duplicated PE's, i.e., /3
the yieldofasimplex chip ~~= 2. For both designs we use the reconfiguration strategy that

has been proposed in [1 ] and reviewed in Section I I. The re-

Yo= 1 (23) dundancy factor is, therefore,

(1± (I))a = +S)2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a,=

with the equivalent yield of a fault-tolerant chip with addedN
redundancy The equivalent yield Ys of the two chips is plotted in Fig. 6

] s 2(5-i) 17(1 +1j+ a) (as a function of the added redundancy with i5 as a parameter.
Y = vE v For a chip with duplicated PE's the maximum obtainable yield

/3
ny, ,B

=t i!j!T'(a) is 0.098 with s = 5 (i.e., five defective PE's can be tolerated)

0X006Z+J for b = 0.3, and is 0.086 with s = 4 for 8 = 0. For a chip with

00) self-checking PE's the maximum yield is 0.205 and 0.185 for
X _ bj~~~(1 -o)i (24) 3 = 0.3 and b = 0, respectively, both with s = 4. Hence, a chip
1 + t as)J with a 19 X 19 array of self-checking PE's has a higher yield

te Ethan a hip with a 15 X 15 array of simplex PE's.
By comparing (23) and (24) we can determine whether it is in the case of self-checking PE's, the effect of achange in
beneficial when yield iseonsidered to have built-in fault-tol- the wafer parameters (namely, X and a) on the best choice
erance and how many redundant cells should we add. for s (needed to obtain the maximum yield) has been exam-

Example: Consider a chip consisting of a square grid of N mied. The results are plotted in Fig. 7. The conclusion that
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might be drawn from the curves in Fig. 7 is that we may choose Israel Koren (S 7d2t-M76)ws bor onu laune)2,M.c
wide rangeofvaues of X and a.Hence, anexact1945.

received B.Sc. laude), M.Sc.,

s = 4 for a wide range of values of X and al. Hence, an exact . __ gand D.Sc. degrees from the Technion-Israel In-

estimation of the wafer parameters is not needed. w stitute of Technology, Haifa, in 1967, 1970, and
1975, respectively, all in electrical engineering.

IV. CONCLUSIONS ~~~~~~~~~~From1968 to 1971 he was with the ComputerIV.CONCLUSIONS ~~~~~~~~~~Center, Israel Ministry of Defense. In 1972 he

The consequences Of introducing fault-tolerance hintothe joined the Department of Electrical EngineeringThe consequnces ofinroducing falt-tolerane intotheat the Technion, where he became a Lecturer in
architecture of a (single chip) VLSI processor array have been 1975. From 1976 to 1978 he was an Assistant Pro-
analyzed in this paper. A method for evaluating the effec- fessor in the Department of Electrical Engineering
tiveness and area utilization of a given fault-tolerant technique and Computer Science at the University of California, Santa Barbara. In 1978tiveess nd aeatiliatio ofa gien fult-oleant echnque he was an Assistant Professor in the Department of Electrical Engineer-
has been presented. This method can be useful when com- ing-Systems, at the University of Southern California, Los Angeles. Since
paring various fault-tolerance techniques to be incorporated 1979 he has been with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Tech-
into the VLSI chip. nion-Israel Institute of Technology. Presently he is on sabbatical leave from

the Technion, with the Computer Science Division, Department of Electrical
In the second part of the paper, the impact of fault-tolerance Engineering and Computer Sciences, University of California, Berkeley. His

on the wafer yield has been examined. It has been shown that current research interests are fault-tolerant architectures, VLSI arrays, and
adding redundancy may increase rather than decrease the reliability of computer systems.
wafer yield.
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